ORDERING INFORMATION
The quickest and easiest way to place your order is to call the CDS location nearest you. Your order will receive our prompt attention. Due to our large inventory, your order will usually ship the next day.

Our Pricing Policy:
It is our goal to provide you with the highest quality products at the most affordable prices available. Due to factor beyond our control ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

Delivery:
We offer FREE DELIVERY within a 100 mile radius of our warehouses on purchase orders exceeding $350. Call the CDS branch nearest you for information regarding rental minimums.

Return Policy:
Unused goods returned to our facility for any reason, within 10 days of purchase, will be accepted for exchange or credit at the discretion of CDS Moving Equipment. Please call CDS in advance, on all returns, to receive a return authorization number.

Applicable state sales tax will be collected on all orders, unless CDS holds a valid resale exemption certificate from the purchaser.

Although we strive to keep all of our customers advised of changes in our pricing, we cannot absorb manufacturers’ price increases which are beyond our control. ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. Invoices will be bill with the price in effect at the time of delivery.

RECOMMENDED VAN EQUIPMENT

26-FOOT MOVING VAN
10 - Dozen full-size 72” x 80” furniture pads
4 - Dozen 54” 72” space savers
12 - 12’ logistic straps with spring ends
2 - 16' logistic straps with spring ends
18 - Rope tie-offs with spring ends
6 - Dozen rubber bands
1 - 8’ or 10’ walk board
4 - Carpeted 4-wheel furniture dollies
1 - Rubber capped 4-wheel piano dolly
1 - Appliance hand truck
1 - Set of three highway safety reflectors
1 - 6’ dual step ladder
2 - 150’ tie webbing
1 - Piano board
2 - 15’ floor runners
1 - Set of wheel chocks
1 - fire extinguisher
1 - Rubber band holder
2 - Door jam protector pads
6 - Padlocks
1 - Curb Ramp
1 - Door Protector Pad
2 - Appliance Mats

53-FOOT MOVING VAN
24 - Dozen full-size 72” x 80” furniture pads
10 - Dozen 54” x 72” space savers
12 - 12’ logistic straps with spring ends
20 - 16’ logistic straps with spring ends
10 - 20’ logistic straps with spring ends
30 - Aluminum shoring beams
6 - Dozen rubber bands
1 - 8’ or 10’ walk board
1 - 14’ or 16’ auto-loader ramp set
4 - Carpeted 4-wheel furniture dollies
2 - Rubber capped 4-wheel piano dolly
1 - Appliance hand truck
1 - Set of three highway safety reflectors
1 - 6’ dual step ladder
2 - 150’ tie webbing
1 - Piano board
2 - 20’ floor runners
1 - Set of wheel chocks
1 - fire extinguisher
1 - Rubber band holder
2 - Door jam protector pads
14 - Padlocks
8 - Auto tie downs
1 - Curb Ramp
1 - Door Protector Pad
2 - Appliance Mats